
Dog Park 

by 
Ron Campbell 

SETTING: 

A dog park on a Sunday afternoon.  

CAST OF CHARACTERS: 

Roscoe..........................Male. A mutt with some terrier in him. Excitable. 
                                             Rough around the edges. Big hearted.  

Santana.........................Female. Irish Setter. Pure bred.    
                                             Slight Irish accent. Winsome. 

  
(Lights come up on a dog park. Santana, a pure bred dog, possibly an Irish setter, trots 
elegantly onstage. Scratches herself. Runs in a tight circle. Stops. Roscoe, a rescue 
mutt, bounds on.) 

ROSCOE 
Hey! Hey! I remember you! I thought I'd never see you again. How long has it been? 

SANTANA 
A week. 

ROSCOE 
Are you sure? Just a week? I'm terrible with times. It feels like forever. 

SANTANA 
It's been a week. Last Sunday. We're here every Sunday. 

ROSCOE 
Right, right. Can I smell your ass? 

SANTANA 
Sure. Can I smell yours? 

ROSCOE 



No problem.  
(They smell each others asses.)  
Nice. What's your name again? 

SANTANA 
Santana Flannery Pemberton. The Third. My human calls me Sandy. 

ROSCOE 
That's right. Now I remember. I knew I smelled that ass before. I just forget real easy. I 
think it might be the PTASSS. 

SANTANA 
I heard about that. Post Traumatic Animal Shelter Stress Syndrome. I'm so sorry.  

ROSCOE 
Thanks. Can I nip at your ear? 

SANTANA 
Sure. But playfully. I don't want to get in to a thing. 
(They tussle briefly.) 

ROSCOE 
I'm Roscoe. That's what my human calls me. I never knew my real name. I'm adopted 
you see. I think my Mom was a terrier but the rest is up in the air. I mean look at me. No 
wonder I have distemper issues.  

SANTANA 
 You know it wasn't any easier growing up in a pure bred household. 

ROSCOE 
At least you were weened. You got personal attention.  

SANTANA 
Personal attention? Are you kidding? It was a mill. I was purchased online for yelping 
out loud. 

ROSCOE 
Which one is your human anyway? 

SANTANA 
See the blonde over there with her head in her phone? That's her. 

ROSCOE 
Nice. Mine's the guy in the camouflage hoodie. He likes to keep a low profile. 

SANTANA 



Hindwalkers. With their phones. And their camouflage. Never got that. I can smell what 
he had for breakfast last week. Do they really think camouflage is going to fool anyone?  

ROSCOE 
It comforts him. He's a vet.  

SANTANA 
A veterinarian? You got a veterinarian? 

ROSCOE 
No. A Veteran. He fought in a war. It messed him up pretty bad. When he came back his 
head doctor suggested he get a dog. To get him out of the house. And so he got me. But 
to be honest the walks are getting shorter and shorter these days. You don't know what 
it's like, marking the same territory over and over again. 

SANTANA 
Walks? Don't talk to me about walks. All I get is the back yard. It's so boring.  

ROSCOE 
You got a yard? 

SANTANA 
Sure.  

ROSCOE 
Oh Dog, I'd love a yard. I'm a great digger of holes.  

SANTANA 
Believe me. Yards are boring. There's no social interaction. No community. Boring. And 
my human is never home. She's a workaholic. So I just pace along the fence and listen 
for sirens.  

ROSCOE 
I love a good siren. I can howl the shit out of a good siren. Sorry. 

SANTANA 
No worries. But honestly, I'd rather have the shortest walk than spend the day in the 
yard. I mean occasionally- occasionally you'll see a squirrel- 

ROSCOE 
A squirrel! Where? Where's the squirrel?! I'll get it! I'll get the squirrel! 

SANTANA 
There's no squirrel. I'm just making conversation. Besides, when has a dog ever actually 
caught a squirrel? That's a myth.  



ROSCOE 
That's why we try so hard. To be the first. Could you imagine it? I can see it now: "Dog 
catches squirrel before it can climb up tree. Squirrel population issues formal apology 
for generations of dog teasing. Dog awarded lifetime supply of pupperonies." 

SANTANA 
It'll never happen. Not in a thousand years. Or seven thousand for us.  

ROSCOE 
How's the food over at your place? 

SANTANA 
To be honest, really good. I even love the sound of the can opener. And you know that 
sucking sound as it slithers out of the can and plunks into the bowl. Oh my dog. 

ROSCOE 
I wouldn't know.  

SANTANA 
Why not? 

ROSCOE 
He only does dry. Kibble. Purina. Bottom of the line. Whatever's cheapest.  

SANTANA 
You poor thing. Still, food is food.  

ROSCOE 
Have you ever even had kibble? I'd rather eat dried poo. And I do.  

SANTANA 
I've had kibble, alright? Occasionally -occasionally she'll put some in if we're on the last 
can. But she mixes it in with a fork while making an awful face. I don't see why, that 
stuff smells fantastic! 

ROSCOE 
She mixes it in? Your human is a saint.  
(After a moment:) Mind if I hump you a little? 

SANTANA 
Roscoe, we went over this last week. And the week before. We were both spayed and 
neutered years ago.  

ROSCOE 



I know, but I still have these urges. I think they may have missed a little at the clinic. 
Please? 

SANTANA 
Okay. Just a little. But you're barking up the wrong tree.  

(Roscoe ineffectively starts humping Santana, continues speaking:) 

ROSCOE 
In this yard of yours. Got any chew toys? 

SANTANA 
A couple. They're old though. Lost their squeak. I prefer sticks anyway.  

ROSCOE 
With you on that. You know what's better than sticks? Wicker. I ate an entire wicker 
laundry hamper when I was a pup. Love me some wicker. 

SANTANA 
Okay. Enough with the humping. 
(Roscoe stops humping.) 
You know what wags my tail?  

ROSCOE 
Tell me. 

SANTANA 
Cats. Specifically cat chasing. I've never been happier than when I chased a cat across 
the yard one time. Nearly caught it too. 

ROSCOE 
I'd be careful with that. I've chased a lot of cats. Caught one too. Didn't work out as 
planned though. Thing turned on me at the last moment, let out a hiss that pinned back 
my ears. I went in for another whiff of that crazy cat smell and it swiped at me with a 
claw and caught me right in the nostril. I never chased a cat again. They're weird! 

SANTANA 
You're right about that. I just want to play with them, that's all.  

ROSCOE 
Cats don't play. I got a theory about cats.  

SANTANA 
Yeah? 

ROSCOE 



Ever notice how cats are always hanging out in windows watching the street or sitting on 
a stack of books in a book store, just spacing out.  

SANTANA 
Sure.  

ROSCOE 
Okay. Here's my theory: Say you're an alien life form from another planet and you're 
vastly superior to us, or even to our humans.  

SANTANA 
Go on.  

ROSCOE 
So you're this superior race and you want to study life on Earth. See how humans are 
fucking the whole thing up basically. But you DON'T want to spoil the sample. You've 
already been spotted a couple times in places like Area 51 and the like. So what do you 
do? You take a look at what animals humans like to have around. The animals they've 
allowed into their lives and quote unquote domesticated. Us. But we dogs are too willful. 
Plus all you'll get is a lot of information about people's crotches. So you go for the next 
best thing- 

SANTANA 
Cats.  

ROSCOE 
Exactly. Most of those cats you see hanging around bookstores or spacing out in the 
window are really just reporting back to the mothership. They're spies. For aliens.  

SANTANA 
You may be on to something.  

ROSCOE 
And the ones in the bookstores? They're reading. Through their paws, 

SANTANA 
Okay Roscoe, you lost me.  

ROSCOE 
I'm telling you, cats are weird.  

SANTANA 
No weirder than humans. Look at ours over there. Now they're both bent over their 
phones. Look at this. We're the only ones at this dog park now. Just the four of us. 
They're five feet from each other. On the same bench. It's a beautiful day. And yet each is 



focused on their phone like it's a- a bone or something. And they're paying absolutely no 
attention to us.  

ROSCOE 
Let's get their attention.  

SANTANA 
How? 

ROSCOE 
Let's bark. 

SANTANA 
I don't bark.  

ROSCOE 
Whaddaya mean you don't bark? 

SANTANA 
Trained out of me. Obedience school. When I was a pup. My human was moving into an 
apartment. She paid extra for it. It worked.  

ROSCOE 
You mean you really don't bark?  

SANTANA 
Nope. When I really need to I'll say the word "bark" in my head. Like this. Bark. But 
that's as far as I go. 

ROSCOE 
That's terrible. They robbed you of your voice! My human loves when I bark. Calls me 
his "little guard dog". Scratches me in that perfect spot behind the ear. Know the spot? 

SANTANA 
I do. I would love that. My human's not big on petting. Thinks it makes me shed more.  

ROSCOE 
Does it? 

SANTANA 
Maybe. 

ROSCOE 
I got an idea. Our humans each have their problems. But they've got good qualities too. 
If we get them together we could have the best of both worlds. Think about it. 



SANTANA 
Scratches behind the ear. 

ROSCOE 
Wet food.  

SANTANA 
Walks. 

ROSCOE 
A yard. 

SANTANA 
And instead of just Sundays at the dog park, we could be together- 

ROSCOE & SANTANA 
All the time! 

ROSCOE 
Let's do this. I'll bark, you scamper around me playfully like you're having the time of 
your life. If we can get them to look up from their phones long enough to see us playing 
together they might spark up a conversation. Next thing you know it's goodbye kibble, 
hello wet food! 

SANTANA 
Goodbye yard, hello runs on the beach. 

ROSCOE 
What's a beach? 

SANTANA 
I'm not sure but doesn't it sound good? 

ROSCOE 
It does. I'm barking. You start scampering. 
(Roscoe barks three times) 

SANTANA 
Bark.  

ROSCOE 
It's working. They looked up from their phones. They smiled at each other.  

SANTANA 
Keep barking. 
(Roscoe barks and they cavort around a little.) 



ROSCOE 
My humans picking up a stick. He never picks up a stick! 

SANTANA 
He's going to toss it to us. 
(A stick flies on from offstage. Falls at their feet.They look at it.) 
Well? Aren't you going to fetch it back to him? 

ROSCOE 
I got an idea. Take one end. I'll take the other. 

SANTANA 
I don't fetch. Not my thing. 

ROSCOE 
Just this once. Trust me. They'll think we're adorable. 

SANTANA 
I don't see how- 

ROSCOE 
You want to get out of that boring yard of yours? Pick up an end. 

SANTANA 
...Alright 

(Roscoe and Santana pick up the stick with their teeth. Each has an end. They carry it 
offstage. After a moment the stick comes flying on again. Roscoe and Santana re enter, 
playfully skipping.) 

ROSCOE 
He was laughing. He never laughs. 

SANTANA 
What's laughing? 

ROSCOE 
It's a kind of happy barking. Humans do it because they have no tails. 

SANTANA 
Shall we do it again? 

ROSCOE 
Why not? 

SANTANA 



Look- They're both holding their phones at us.  

ROSCOE 
They're going to take our picture. Is yours on Instagram? 

SANTANA 
I think so. Is yours? 

ROSCOE 
Definitely. This is it. Look cute. 

SANTANA 
I was born cute. (They hold the stick in their mouths. They pose for the camera.) 

ROSCOE 
They're talking. They're looking at each other's phones. They're... Yes. Yes. They're 
following each other on Instagram! 

SANTANA 
Wait- she- she's actually giving your human her number! Roscoe we did it! 

ROSCOE 
Look! My human. He's ...smiling.  

SANTANA 
What's smiling? 

ROSCOE 
It's like wagging your tail but with your face. 

SANTANA 
Mine's leaving. 

ROSCOE 
Mine too. I gotta go. 

SANTANA 
See you next week! If not sooner. Who knows? 

ROSCOE 
Right. Who knows... Santana? One more thing. Can I hump you a little? 

SANTANA 
We'll see. Maybe next week.  



ROSCOE 
Until then. I'll think about you. Every time I hear a siren. I'll think about you. Hey. You 
want this stick? 

SANTANA 
No, you keep it.  

ROSCOE 
Thanks! 

SANTANA 
Good luck catching that squirrel.  

ROSCOE 
A squirrel! Where? Where's the squirrel?! I'll get it! I'll get the squirrel! 

(Roscoe picks up the stick in his teeth, exits, running after his human. Santana watches 
him go.)  

SANTANA 
Bark. 

 (And she exits in the other direction.) 

END OF PLAY


